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ABSTRACT 
Matrix methods of elementary linear algebra are extended to general direct-sum 
decompositions of modules. These methods are then shown to yield simple proofs of 
some well-known theorems, notably the Beck-Warfield “mutual exchange property” 
and the Gull-Schmidt theorem. 
INTRODUCTION 
The matrices we consider have maps for entries and are not necessarily 
finite (they have to be “finitary,” though, to allow matrix multiplication). 
The first section contains a natural and straightforward development of the 
elementary properties of these matrices, and parallels the usual presentation 
of these topics in linear algebra. The section closes with a determinant-like 
criterion for invertibility of matrices (Theorem 8). The second section 
correlates matrices and exchange properties of decompositions of modules. 
The matrix versions of the exchange properties are a convenient device for 
storing information about decompositions in general, in a form which is 
easily accessible for applications in more specific situations. This is demon- 
strated in Sec. 3, where LE-decompositions, the analogue of bases in the 
classical case, are considered (“LE” for Local Endomorphism ring). Using 
the general theorems of the preceding sections, we supply simple and 
straightforward proofs to some of the important theorems concerning LE- 
modules and decompositions. 
1. MATRICES OVER n3R. 
In this paper, all modules are left, unital modules over R, a fixed ring 
with 1, and all maps are R-homomorphisms. We thus work in the module 
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category R ‘3R over R. Maps are written on the right of the operand, and in 
the product $4, + is carried out first. Internal direct sums, in which the 
summands are submodules of the sum, are denoted by CB; external direct 
sums, by II. See [l] both for the few elementary facts presumed here and for 
the well-known theorems for which we supply new proofs. Finally, given a 
set I and a function assigning to each i in Z an object xi, we denote this 
function by (xJr and call it an indexed set; it may be thought of, informally, 
as a set-with-repetitions. 
Let & = (A,), and ??I = (BJ, be two indexed sets of modules in n%, and 
suppose a map +,tr : A, 
Q = (&Jr x I = (cpt,) 
+Bi is given for each (i, i) in Z X J. The indexed set 
is called a matrix from & to %?I (of order Z X J). The map 
$Q is the (i, j)th enty of Q. The collection of all matrices from 8 to 3 is 
denoted [[&?,%]]. When I={ } i we abbreviate [[6?,%]]=[[A,,93]] and call 
its elements row matrices. Similarly, elements of [[&, BJ] are called column 
matrices. When I and J are finite, Q is a finite matrix; it may then be 
displayed in the usual rectangular form. Returning to the general case, 
suppose Z and J are partitioned as Z=Z’U I” and J=_Z’uJ”. The matrix 
“I’,’ = (@ij)I' X J’ from &‘=(AJ,, to %‘=(Z$),, is the (I’,./‘) th submatix of a’, 
and @r,, J,T its complementary submatrix. The submatrices QU in [[A+ ‘28 ]] and 
@rj in [[a, I$]] (to use an obvious simplification of notation) are the i th TOW 
and the i th column of a, respectively. 
DEFINITION. Let A and 5% = (Z$), be given, and let @ = (+i), be a row 
matrix in [[A,%]]. Q isfinitay if the set supp(a,@)={ j~J]a+~#0}, called 
the support of a in @, is finite for all a in A, In general, a finituy matrix is a 
matrix all of whose rows are finitary. The collection of all finitary matrices 
from @ to 93 is denoted [@, 3 1. 
REMARK. Let Cp = (+)/ be a finitary row matrix in [A, ‘28 1, and suppose 
that Bi = B for all i in J. Then the map Z /+/ : A+B can meaningfully be 
defined by a(z J$I) = xi Esupdo, op$ for all a in A. 
We now note that the usual formulas defining matrix addition and 
multiplication make sense for finitary matrices over R91L. The case of 
addition is clear: Addition is defined on [&, %I 1, making it a commutative 
group, and requires no additional comment. As for the product, let @ be a 
matrixin [&,93] and ?Ir in [%J,E?], where &?=((Ai)I, 91 =(BJJ, and e=(C,),. 
Then the product @@ is the matrix in [[Q, (?]I whose (i, k)th entry is the map 
C,+~,,+ :Aj+Ck. Denoting by suppi(a, @) the support of a EA, in the 
ith row of a’, one readily verifies the formula supp,(u, @P) C 
u j Esupp,(o. Q)suPP@%i. \k), from which it follows that @* is finitary if @ and 
\k are. Also easily verified are all the usual arithmetical properties of matrix 
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multiplication. Thus the associative and distributive laws hold in their 
strongest possible sense: whenever one member of the equation is defined, 
then so is the other and equality holds. The identity matrix in [@, @] is 
l,= (QJ, where sji =0 if i#i and .eii = 1, (=the identity map on Ai). It 
satisfies l,Q=Q and *l,=* for all Cp in [a,%] and \k in [a,&]. In 
particular, [6?, &] is a ring with a unit element. 
AmatrixQin[@,%] is right invertible in case there exists a matrix \k in 
[B ,621 satisfying a* = 1,. 9 is then called a right inverse of @. Left 
invertibility and (two-sided) invertibility are defined analogously. As is usual 
with these definitions, if Q is both left and right invertible, then all its 
one-sided inverses coincide and Cp is invertible. Clearly, an invertible matrix 
need not be “square” (even in the finite case). We shall return to this point 
in Sec. 3. 
Finally, each matrix Q = ($+ii)r X, in [ 6?, Cl3 ] induces a map from UIAi to 
n,Bj by formal right multiplication: (ai),--+(b where bj=EIu,r#a~i. Note 
that the map is well defined, since all but a finite number of the u,‘s vanish; 
and it lands in u,B,., since @ is finitary. 
Consider a direct-sum decomposition of a module, M = @,A,, and write 
as before & = (Ai),. Let pi :A,-+M and cyi : M--+A, be the inclusion and the 
projection maps associated with the decomposition. Call the column matrix 
p = ( ~4)~ in [a, M] and the row matrix (Y = ($I in [M, 621 the in&.&m and 
projection matrices of the decomposition. We next note that the well-known 
conditions characterizing direct sums in terms of the pi’s and oj’s [l, 6.211 
can be neatly put together in matrix terminology. 
THEOREM 1. Let (Ai), be un indexed set of s&modules of M, and let p 
be the associated in&km ma&ix in [ @, M]. Then M = BIA, if and only if 
~1 is invertible, in which cuse p-l is the associated prq’ection matrix. 
As an illustration, we write out the above relations in the finite case 
M=A,@... @A,. On one side we have 
(a1 
on the other side, 
. . . 
I (a1 
I 
Pl 
ff”) ; 
El* I = &f’ 1 
. . . %)=l, 
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Suppose again M = @ rAi with @, p, and (Y as before. The coordinates of 
a in M relative to the decomposition @ are defined by [a],= uo = (mi)r. 
Since cy is invertible, the correspondence a+=[~]~ defines an isomorphism of 
M onto I&A,. In particular, a is retrievable from its coordinates via u= 
[4@P. 
Consider a map +: M+N, and indexed sets @ = (Ai), and % = (I$)] of 
submodules of M and N, respectively, such that N = @&. Let p = ( pJI and 
/? = ( /3,), be the inclusion matrix in [ &, M] and the projection matrix in 
[N, %!I 1. We define the proiection of 9 from M to Bi, the restriction of @ from 
Ai to N, and the prestriction of + from Ai to Bi to be, respectively, the maps 
$#3,:M+Bj, p&:A,+N, and &$$:Ai+Bj. The matrix @=(+iii)IX, with 
+iir = p&pi is called the matrix of 9 relative to 62 and 28 , and is denoted [+I:. 
It is a finitary matrix in [a, ‘% 1. Identifying q5 with the 1 X 1 matrix (+), we 
may also write [@I$ = @/3. 
EXAMPLE. Let R be a field, M and N finite-dimensional vector spaces 
over R. Let M and N be decomposed as direct sums of l-dimensional 
subspaces M=A,@*-* @A, and N=B,@**. (BB,. Fix nonzero vectors ui 
in Ai and vi in Bi. Then { ui, . . . , u,} and {vi,. . . , v,} are bases of M and N, 
and relative to them we may identify each map $ii : A,+B with a scalar in R. 
Under this identification, the matrix [+]g of a linear transformation 9 : M+ N, 
as defined here, coincides with the one usually defined in linear algebra. 
As in the classical case, we have 
THEOREM 2. 
(a) Given decompositions M = @ rAi and N = @,Bi, the correspondence 
+-+[+]$, defines an ismwrphism of HomR(M, N) onto [@, a]], satisfying 
[~+]~=[a]~[+]&, foruZZainM. (*) 
(b) Given maps M: N$ L and ckmmpositions M= BrAi, N= @,B,, 
L = eKCk we have [+]g[$]z = [+$I$. 
Proof. Using our matrix notation, the proof becomes quite simple (sim- 
pler, in fact, than the usual proofs given in the classical case). Thus e.g. 
[a]&]$ = (acw)lu@ = a(cu~)+P = (c+)P = [a+le, proving (*). Similarly, 
Ml$[@‘= (PM)(W) = 1-4 P~)ti = P(+/)Y = b#4$. (Here, of come, v E 
[a ,Nl and yE[Lel are the appropriate inclusion and projection matrices). 
The other assertions of the theorem are proved similarly. Note that the map 
++[+I: is invertible, since [+I: is obtained by multiplying + (on the right 
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and left) with invertible matrices. In particular, 9 (again viewed as a 1 X 1 
matrix) is retrievable from its matrix via $J = a[+]$. n 
COROLLARY 3. $I is a split mononwrphism (split epimorphism, isornor- 
phism) if and only if [+I: is right invertible (left invertible, invertible). 
DEFINITION. Given indexed sets @ = (Ai), and %3 = ( BJl of submodules 
of M such that M = @,I$ we call [l,Jz the transition matrix from @ to 3. 
REMARKS. 
(a) Note that the (i, /)th entry @iI = ,L@ : Ai+Bi of the transition matrix is 
simply the projection on Bi restricted to Ai. 
(b) The special cases where 6? or $8 consist of M alone merit considera- 
tion. If & = (M), then the inclusion matrix is the 1 X 1 matrix (lM) and the 
transition matrix becomes [lM]g = ( /3i)l, i.e. the projection matrix in [M, % 1. 
When ?i!~ =(M), the projection matrix is (lM) and the transition matrix 
becomes [l,]~ = ( &, i.e. the inclusion matrix in [@,M]. 
THEOREM 4. Let @ = (Ai), and Cl3 = (BJ, be indexed sets of s&modules 
of M such that M= @,Bi. Then M= eIAi if and only if the transition 
matrix from @ to 93 is invertible, in which case its inve-rse is the transition 
mutrixftYnn 93 to @. 
Proof. Write the transition matrix as [lM]g = &3. The main statement 
now follows from Theorem 1. The relations [l,]$[l,]z= 1, and [lM]z[lM]$ 
= 1, (when M= BIAi) are also easily verified, completing the proof of the 
theorem. n 
As in the classical case, we have the following change-of-basis theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Consider decompositions M = BIAi = @,,A; and N= 
@,B/ = @,,B/, and a map 9: M+N. Then [+I$‘,= P-‘[c$]$Q. where P and Q 
are the transition matrices from @ to 62’ and f&m ?i3 to % ‘, respectively. 
Proof. 
P-'[+];Q= 
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REMARKS. 
(a) One can think of [+]g as having been obtained from + itself through 
the formula of Theorem 5. Thus the relation [+I$= y#= [l,]~[+]~[l,]N, 
corresponds to the following diagram of maps and decompositions: 
(b) Theorem 5 shows that two matrices representing the same map are 
“equivalent.” Unlike the classical case, however, equivalent matrices need 
not have the same order. In fact, by the preceding remark, every matrix 
representing + is equivalent to the 1 X 1 matrix (+). 
We next obtain an interpretation to the submatrices of [+I:. Consider a 
map and decompositions +: M = eIA,-+N= @,Bi, and set @ =(A,),, 93 = 
(B,),. Given subsets I’ c Z and J’ ~1, we write &’ = (A,),,, 3 ’ = ( BI),,. 
THEOREM 6. With the above notation, let +’ be the prestriction of C$ 
from M’= BItA, to N’= @,,Bi, and put @= [+I& Then Qr,,=[+‘]& 
Note that the 1 X 1 submatrix cPii is just the (i, j)th entry of a’, i.e. the 
prestriction of + from Ai to Bi. Thus the assertion of the theorem coincides, 
in this case, with the definition. 
Proof. Let A: M’ +M and 7~ : N-N be the inclusion and projection 
maps. Then one checks easily that [A]$ = ( pJIt and [T]!& =( Pi),,, where 
ZL, : A,+M and /3/ : N+Bi are the usual inclusions and projections. Thus 
We conclude this introductory section with a criterion for invertibility of 
matrices, which is reminiscent of the determinant criterion in the classical 
case. First we treat the special case of a 2 X2 matrix. 
Given i = 1 or 2, we denote by i’ its complement in the set { 1,2}; thus 
{i,i’}={1,2}. 
LEMMA 7. Let 
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be a matrix, and suppose that some @iii n @ is invertible. Then Q is invertible 
if and only if +ipi, - +ci~ir l@iY is invertible. 
Note that if the r#+i are assumed to commute, then +ijY - &&ii ‘@iii, is a 
multiple of the usual determinant by an invertible element. In general, 
however, expressions like “+11+a2 - r#+&” are not even defined. 
Proof. For notational brevity we assume that @ii is invertible. We then 
have to show that @ is invertible if and only if +22-+21+1~1+12 is invertible. 
Starting from @ and carrying out successively the (invertible) elementary 
operations R,+r&‘R,, R,+R,-(P,,R,, and C,-+C,- C1+~‘+i2, we end up 
with the matrix 
(Here R, denotes a row and Ci a column. The reader should check that these 
operations all make sense.) Since each operation is equivalent to left or right 
multiplication by an invertible matrix, the indicated procedure yields invert- 
ible matrices P and Q such that 
The conclusion of the theorem now clearly follows. 
REMARK. Consider the maps A z B f A. 
matrix 
we see that 1, - (prl/ is invertible if and only 
Lemma 21. 
Applying Lemma 7 to the 
if le-@ is invertible [2, 
A pleasant aspect of our matrices now comes to light. Since the entries of 
the 2X2 matrix of Lemma 7 are arbitrary maps, we can think of them as 
“blocks” of a bigger matrix, thus easily extending Lemma 7 to any matrix 
(whether finite or not). 
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We set up the usual notation: M= @Ai, N- @,Bj, 62 = (Ai)l, 43 = (BJJ, 
I$: M+N, Q = [+I:. Assume in addition that Z and J are partitioned as 
Z = I, u I,, J= J1 u 12, and recall that QIkJk is the (Z&Jth submatrix of a. 
THEOREM 8. With the above notation, suppose aI,,, is inuertibk. Then 
@ (hence +) is invertible if and only if @, - QIJIQ,,;~QI, is invertible. 
Proof. Let 
+= ;I1 zi2 ( ) 21 22 
be the matrix of + relative to the decompositions M = Ml63 M2 and N= Ni63 
N,, where Mk = eIkAi and Nk = @,kBi (k = 1,2). By Theorem 6, @IA is the 
matrix of $J~ relative to the obvious decompositions. In particular, $ii is 
invertible, since its matrix QrlJ, is. Thus the following statements are equiv- 
alent: Qi is invertible; + is invertible; P is invertible; #2.a- #2,1c/~‘492 is 
invertible; @rJ9 - @l,l@lL$,, is invertible. H 
2. MATRICES AND EXCHANGE PROPERTIES 
In this section we correlate invertibility of matrices and submatrices with 
various exchange properties of decompositions. These exchange properties 
are all variations on the following property of vector spaces: Every subspace 
can be complemented from (some refinement of) any decomposition. Equiv- 
alently, we might say that some part of the refinement is exchangeable by 
the given subspace. 
DEFINITION. Let M = B %3 C, and let A be a submodule of M. A ex- 
changes B (or B is exchangeable by A) if M =A G3 C. A subexchanges B if 
there exists a decomposition B = B’@ B N such that M = A @B fl @ C. 
THEOREM 9. Let (P:M-+N be a nwnmwrphism, A a s&module of M, 
N= B @ C. Then A@ exchanges (subexchanges) B if and only if the prestric- 
tion of r#~ from A to B is invertible (right invertible). 
Proof. 
(a) We first consider the special case M= N and @= 1, [l, 5.51. Let 
ZL~ : A+ M, k : C-M, TT~ :M+ B, or, : M+ C be the relevant inclusions and 
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projections. Then the following statements are equivalent: A exchanges B; 
M = A @3 C: the transition matrix 
is invertible (Theorem 4); pArB is invertible (Lemma 7). This proves the 
exchange statement. The subexchange statement follows easily from the part 
we have already proved, and is left as an exercise. 
(b) In the general case, consider the diagram 
where I$’ is the (invertible) map induced by + from A to A+, A is the 
inclusion, and or, is the projection. By part (a), the following statements are 
equivalent: A+ exchanges (subexchanges) B; ~a is invertible (right invert- 
ible); r#~‘X?r, = pAeB is invertible (right invertible). n 
Consider a monomorphism (p : M-+-N, decompositions M = @ rA, and 
N= aJBj, and subsets I, Cl and _Z, CJ. Set a= [@lg. and recall that the 
prestriction of + from @,,A, to @,,Bi is represented by the submatrix @,,1 
(Theorem 6). Thus we have the following Corollary of Theorem 9. 
COROLLARY 10. With the above notation, Q,,, is invertible if and only 
if ( @IIAJ+ exchanges @,,Bi. 
Corollary 10 is useful because sometimes a trivial exchange property will 
yield a nontrivial property of matrices or vice versa. In fact, the simple proof 
of the Krull-Schmidt theorem given in the next section merely consists of 
several such steps. The first of these steps is the following. 
THEOREM 11. Let +: M+N be an isonwrphism which is represented by 
the mutrtk @= [c$]: relative to the decompositions M = erAi and N = @,B . 
Let I and J be partitioned as I= I, u I, and J= J1 u Jz. Then QIl,, is invertible 
if and only if (a- l),ele is invertible. 
Proof. Set Mk= erkAi, Nk= @,,Bj (k=l,2), and note that N= M&Cl3 
N, if and only if M = M, @N& - ‘; then apply Corollary 10. n 
We conclude this section with a symmetrical type of exchange property. 
Such properties were considered in [2] and [4]. 
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DEFINITION. Let M=A@B=C@D. If A is exchangeable by C and C 
by A, we say that A and C are bilaterally exchangeable. Also, we say that A 
bilaterally subexchanges C if there exists a decomposition C = C’@ C N such 
that M=C’@B=A@C”@D. 
THEOREM 12. Let M = BIAi = @,Bi, and let a=($) be the transition 
matrix from @ to 93 . Set a- ’ = \k = (&). Zf for some (i,i) E Z XJ, +ill$+i is 
invertible, then A, bilaterally subexchunges Bi. 
Proof. Set B/ = Im+ii and By = Ker+. Then it is easily checked that 
B/ = B/ @ By and that A, and B/ are bilaterally exchangeable. n 
3. APPLICATIONS: LE-MODULES 
The general matrix methods of the preceding sections will now be 
applied to deriving some of the basic properties of decompositions involving 
LE-modules. 
DEFINITION. A module A is an LE-module (for Local-Endomorphism 
ring) if the sum of two noninvertible endomorphisms of A is noninvertible. 
An LE-map is a map + : A+B where A and B are LE-modules. An 
LE-matrix is a finitary matrix all of whose entries are LE-maps. An LE- 
decomposition is a decomposition M = BrAi where all the A,‘s are LE-mod- 
ules. 
In the classical case, where R is a field (or a division ring), the LE-mod- 
ules are precisely the l-dimensional subspaces, and the LE-maps can usually 
be identified with the scalars. 
Some immediate consequences of the definition are listed below. 
LEMMA 13. 
(a) An LE-module is indecomposable. 
(b) A one-sided invertible LE-map is invertible. 
(c) The product of LE-maps is invertible if and only if each map is. 
(d) Let A be LE-module, M any module. Zf + and # in Hom,(A,M) 
[Hom,( M, A)] are not right invertible [not left invertible], then neither i-s 
e++. 
The defining property of LE-modules obviously extends to finite sums of 
endomorphisms; moreover, we have 
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LEMMA 14. Let CO=($), be a finitay row matrix from a nonzero 
LE-module A to ‘% = (BJ,, where Bi = A for all j in J. If each 4 is 
noninvertible, then so is +=X,4. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that 9 is invertible, say @ = 1,. Fix a 
nonzero a in A, and write 9 =c$‘+ +‘, where (PO= ~iiEsupp~a,Q~+i (a finite 
sum). Then 9’ is noninvertible and coincides with + on a. Thus @OfI is 
non-invertible, which forces 1, - @OfI to be invertible, contradicting a(1, - 
~“~)=a(l,-~)=O. n 
The following fundamental property of LE-modules follows almost im- 
mediately from the general properties of matrices. It is due to I. Beck [2], 
who called it “the mutual exchange property” (extending in turn an earlier, 
unilateral version by War-field [5]). 
THEOREM 15. Let A be an LE-summund of a module M (i.e. an 
LE-module which is a direct summund), and let M= @,Bt be a decomposi- 
tion of M. Then A bilaterally subexchanges some Bi. 
(Thus an LE-summand of M can be complemented from a suitable 
refinement of any decomposition of M.) 
Proof. Write A, = A, M = A,@ A,, and let ip be the transition matrix 
from @ = (A,,A,) to 3 = (Bi),, \k its inverse. From the relation ~,+q,!+i = lA1 
we deduce that +il+i is invertible for some i in .I (Lemma 14), whence A, 
bilaterally subexchanges Bj (Theorem 12). n 
The next application is a matrix-theoretic proof of the well-known 
“cancellation property” of LE-modules. 
THEOREM 16. Suppose A, 63 A, = BIG3 B,, where A, and B, are isomer- 
phic LE-modules. Then A, = B,. 
Proof. It suffices to exhibit an invertible matrix 
e 42 
@= ell ( ) 21 e 22 
from (A,,A,) to (B,, B,) with @II invertible. For 8,- e,,er; ‘O12:A2+B2 is 
then invertible by Lemma 7. We first try the transition matrix 
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If @ii is invertible, we are done. Suppose then that +ri is noninvertible, and 
set 
Qi-l=\k= +I1 +12 
( 1 $21 +22 * 
Since h#~~ + ~12+21 = lB1, it follows that +is+si is invertible. Let 6 :Ai+Bi 
be an invertible map (whose existence has been assumed), and apply to Q the 
(invertible) elementary row operation R1+R, + 8$,,R,. This yields an invert- 
ible matrix 
Q’= 41 62 ( 1 $21 622 
with +;i = +ir + &/+,+,, invertible, thus completing the proof of the theorem. 
n 
En route to our last application we encounter a property of LE-matrices 
which in the classical case is an immediate consequence of the properties of 
determinants. It is interesting to note that its validity has nothing to do with 
the existence of determinants. 
LEMMA 17. Let @ = (I#+~) be an invertible LE-matrix (of order Z x J) 
which is not a row or column matrix. Then for each i in Z there exists a j in J 
such that both +ii and its complementary submutrix QI_ Cij,,_C ij are invert- 
ible. 
Proof. LA @ - l= 9 = (&J. Th en for each i in I, Z,+& =l, (for the 
appropriate LE-module A,), whence Gij+ is invertible for some i in J. Since 
$J,~ and + are both invertible, an application of Theorem 11 now concludes 
the proof. W 
Our last application, the classical Krull-Schmidt theorem, now follows 
easily. The version we give is slightly stronger than usual (compare [l, 12.91); 
it incorporates an interesting exchange property of LE-decompositions, 
proved by entirely different methods in [3]. See also [4]. 
THEOREM 18 (Krull-Schmidt). Let M = A, @ * . . CBA, = B, 63 . . * CB B,, 
be two LE-&compositions. Then m = n, and there exists a permutation (r in 
S,,, such that for evey 1 <i <m, Ai exchanges B,(,) and A,@ - - * @A, 
exchanges B,,,,@ * * 1 CBB,,,,. 
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Proof We assume m,n > 1, as the other case is clear. Using Corollary 
10, we translate Theorem 18 to the following matrix form: Let @ = (+,,) be an 
m X n invertible LE-matrix. Then m = n and there exists a permutation (I in 
S, such that for every 1 <i <rn both &,(ij and QhI, are invertible, where 
zi={l,..., i}?.Zi={a(l),..*, u(i) } . To prove this version, consider the mth row 
of Cp. By Lemma 17, there exists a 1 < j,,, <n [the prospective a(m)] such that 
both &,& and its complementary submatrix [of order (m - 1) X (n - l)] are 
invertible. A simple induction argument now concludes the proof. H 
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